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a b s t r a c t
This study aims at extending previous research on the predictive validity of ‘‘maximum performance”
measures of emotional intelligence (EI) in relation to cognitive and affective facets of well-being, by
way of a prospective research design. Participants were 202 Israeli adolescents who were administered
the following three predictor measures at time one: (a) the MSCEIT, an ability-based measure of EI, (b)
the OCEANIC, a measure of the ‘‘Big-Five” factors of personality, and (c) the Vocabulary subtest of the
WISC-R, as measure of verbal ability. At time two, data were gathered on cognitive and affective facets
of well-being, as criterion measures. Overall, the MSCEIT failed to demonstrate predictive validity against
affective criterion. The null outcomes were discussed and explicated.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A growing body of empirical evidence suggests that emotional
intelligence (EI) correlates robustly with a variety of outcomes that
signal social-emotional success, including more frequent positive
affect, higher self esteem, greater life satisfaction, social engagement, and well-being (see Zeidner, Matthews, & Roberts, 2009
for a recent review).
A number of related mechanisms have been hypothesized to
account for the nexus of relationships between EI and adaptive
outcomes, such as subjective well-being (SWB). First, under the
assumption that high EI individuals are more aware of their emotions and also better able to regulate them, they should experience lower levels of distress and stress-related emotions, and
concomitantly, experience higher levels of well-being (Salovey,
Bedell, Detweiler, & Mayer, 1999). Second, given the working
assumption that high EI individuals have an advantage in terms
of greater social competence, richer social networks, and more
effective coping strategies, this should serve to enhance their
sense of SWB (Salovey, Bedell, Detweiler, & Mayer, 2000; Salovey
et al., 1999). Third, because emotions provide information about
one’s relationship to the environment and others, interpreting
and responding to that information can direct action and thought
in ways that enhance or maintain well-being (Lazarus, 1991; Parrott, 2002). Finally, EI has been found to be associated with a lower propensity to experience negative emotions and a higher
propensity to experience positive emotions, thus contributing to
a richer sense of SWB (Mikolajczak, Nelis, Hansenne, & Quoidbach,
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2008). For these reasons, EI has been commonly hypothesized to
predict one’s subjective sense of well-being and positive mental
health.
A basic difﬁculty in researching EI and its correlates is that different psychologists have disparate visions of how to best conceptualize and assess EI, and more broadly, what a science of EI should
look like. Two complementary conceptualizations of EI – i.e., as
ability and as personality trait – exist side by side in the literature.
Proponents of ability models of EI favor deﬁning the construct as
an intelligence, resembling other standard intelligences (e.g., verbal, numerical, ﬁgural), with abilities best measured through
objective tests akin to IQ tests. Proponents of trait models, by contrast, view EI as personality dispositions, and aim at organizing the
key affect-related aspect of personality under a single conceptual
framework (Petrides, Perez-Gonzalez, & Furnham, 2007). Trait
models of EI offer a broader conception of emotional intelligence,
incorporating both personal competencies and qualities that assist
the person in using EI in real-life. Researchers in the trait tradition
have typically used self-report measures to assess EI. As suggested
by Petrides and Furnham (2001), EI tests of ability capture maximal performance, whereas tests of EI as personality traits; capture
typical performance.
There is accumulating evidence in support of the incremental
validity of trait EI measures, controlling for personality factors, in
predicting adaptive outcomes (Bastian, Burns, & Nettelbeck,
2005; Day, Therrien, & Carroll, 2005; Gallagher & Vella-Brodrick,
2008; Palmer, Donaldson, & Stough, 2002; Petrides et al., 2007;
Saklofske, Austin, Galloway, & Davidson, 2007). A recent study by
Petrides et al. (2007) reported that EI, as assessed by the EQi,
was signiﬁcantly predictive of life satisfaction, when statistically
controlling for variance in the ‘‘Big-Five”.
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In direct contradistinction, ability-based (maximum performance) measures of EI have not fared very well in predicting affective indicators of personal adaptation or well-being. In fact, the
vast majority of previous studies yielded only weak or non-significant associations between the Mayer–Salovey–Caruso Emotional
Intelligence Test (MSCEIT; Mayer, Caruso, & Salovey, 2002) – or
other ability-based maximum performance measures of EI – and
indicators of personal adaptation such as SWB, coping styles, perceived stress, life satisfaction, satisfaction with social relationships,
and depression (e.g., Bastian et al., 2005; Brackett & Mayer, 2003;
Brackett, Rivers, Shiffman, Lerner, & Salovey, 2006; Freudenthaler,
Neubauer, & Haller, 2008; Gohm, Corser, & Dalsky, 2005; Lopes,
Salovey, & Straus, 2003; Rode et al., 2007). Hence one might expect,
at best, to ﬁnd low correlations between ability-based measures of
EI and indicators of well-being.
Mikolajczak and coworkers (Mikolajczak et al., 2008) have recently argued that maximum ability measures, such as the
MSCEIT, may capture what individuals are capable of doing in an
emotion-laden situation, i.e., what they could do, whereas trait
measures of EI capture how much of this emotional management
potential or declarative knowledge about emotions is actually
translated into practice in context (see also Petrides & Furnham,
2000). Accordingly, the low or non-signiﬁcant associations of
declarative knowledge maximum performance measures, such as
the MSCEIT, with measures of well-being might indicate that individuals may fail to optimally translate their emotional knowledge
into practice.
This study aims at extending previous research on the predictive validity of ‘‘maximum performance” measures of EI in relation to cognitive and affective facets of well-being, by way of a
prospective research design. We aim at improving on prior studies
in two major ways: (a) by employing a prospective design to assess the predictive validity of EI against adjustment criteria; and
(b) by employing statistical controls for ability and personality
confounds in the design. Most studies attempting to validate the
predictive role of EI in SWB have used cross-sectional designs
(e.g., Gallagher & Vella-Brodrick, 2008; Lopes et al., 2003; Mavroveli, Petrides, Rieffe, & Bakker, 2007; Palmer et al., 2002; Petrides
et al., 2007; Rossen & Kranzler, 2008), with the predictor (EI) gathered at the same time as the criterion measure. This method
clearly precludes any tenable generalizations about the predictive
validity of EI, which presumes some time lag between the predictor and criterion measures. A second major shortcoming is that
many prior studies, with few exceptions (e.g., Rossen & Kranzler,
2008), have failed to statistically control for both personality
and intelligence as potential confounding variables. As in other
domains, controlling for personality and intelligence tends to reduce the predictive validity of the EI scales and tests, in some
cases to zero (see Day, 2004). In fact, correlations between ability-based measures of EI (MEIS and MSCEIT) and social wellbeing
sometimes disappear when personality and intelligence are controlled (Brackett & Mayer, 2003). In addition, prior studies have
been based on the person’s self-reports of both EI and adjustment
measure, with signiﬁcant observed relationships possibly accounted for, in part, by common method variance, i.e., self-report
in both measures. Thus, it can not be excluded that the obtained
overlap between EI measures and SWB is due, in some part, to
the use of cross-sectional designs, failing to control for personality
and ability, or common method variance (in the case of self-report
measures).
It was hypothesized that a prospective study using the MSCEIT
to predict adaptive outcomes (i.e., SWB), controlling for personality
and ability, would show non-signiﬁcant and at best very weak predictive validity coefﬁcients when compared to the signiﬁcant
validity coefﬁcients often reported by prior studies using cross-sectional designs.

2. Method
2.1. Participants
Data were collected on 118 females and 85 males enrolled in 14
high school classes in central Israel. Students ranged in age from 16
to 17, with a mean age of 16.4 (SD = .51). The majority (86%) of the
students were native Israelis from middle class families. A multistage random cluster sampling procedure was employed to sample
students for this study. During the ﬁrst stage of sampling, four
comprehensive high schools were randomly selected from among
the pool of high schools located in the central Tel Aviv municipal
district, as sampling frame. During the second stage of sampling,
14 11th grade classrooms were randomly drawn from the 4 high
schools sampled at stage 1. All students in the 14 classrooms sampled were included in this study.
2.2. Variables and measures
1. Verbal ability was assessed via the Vocabulary subtest of the
Hebrew Version of the WISC (WISC-R-95). This well known test,
adapted by Cahan (1998) for Hebrew speaking populations in
1995, consisted of 25 lexical items that examinees were requested
to deﬁne (e.g., ‘‘What is a watch?”, ‘‘What does coerce mean?”). The
subtest was group administered during regular classroom period,
but was scored individually using standard scoring keys. Examiners assigned scores (0, 1, or 2) to each item according to the judged
accuracy of the deﬁnition provided by the examinee of each vocabulary item. Two qualiﬁed psychologists, with psycho-diagnostic
training, scored each item using standardized coding instructions
appearing in the WISC-R-95 manual. Inter-judge validity, based
on a random sample of 70 participants, was found to be high,
r = .90, p < .01. In view of the time constraints for test administration and the fact that the Vocabulary subtest is more highly correlated with WISC-R total scores than any of the other subtests
(correlations of .68–.78 across grade levels), the Vocabulary subtest
was used as a brief proxy measure of verbal (or crystallized) ability.
2. Emotional intelligence was assessed via an ability-based measure, the 141-item MSCEIT V 2.0 (Mayer et al., 2002; see Mayer,
Salovey, Caruso, & Sitarenios, 2003, for a description of the development and psychometric properties of this version). This measure
is based upon the four-branch ability model for EI suggested by
Salovey and Mayer (1990), and was designed to measure the following four branches of EI: emotion perception; using emotion
to facilitate thought; understanding emotion; and regulation
(management) of emotion. All items have either a multiple-choice
format or 5-point rating scale format (see Zeidner, Shani-Zinovich,
Matthews, & Roberts, 2005, for more information on the adaptation of this scale for adolescent populations).
All tests were proportion consensus-scored with consensus
weights determined from the entire (N = 203) Israeli high school
sample. We used local norms for consensual scoring because the
MSCEIT, a relatively new instrument, has not been published in Hebrew yet, so that no national Hebrew norms are presently available
for adolescent or adult populations. Furthermore, based on our
experience, American norm group scoring does not work in an Israeli sample (as shown in other, not English speaking countries).
Measures of internal consistency were generally acceptable for
all measures, though notably these did vary across the branches.
The internal consistency reliability coefﬁcient for the composite
MSCEIT, as indexed by Cronbach alpha, was found to be satisfactory (alpha = .88) in the present study. Internal consistency reliability coefﬁcients calculated for each of the four-branch scores
yielded coefﬁcients of .87, .65, 65, and .65 for branches 1–4
(Split-half reliability scores closely parallel the alpha coefﬁcient
scores).

